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Spectroscopy: A New Method for Patient Diagnostics
Non-Invasive Tissue Testing Improves Outcomes and Patient Comfort
Dieter Bingemann and Cicely Rathmell, Ocean Optics

Spectroscopy has been around for nearly 200 years, yielding critical measurements in a wide variety of areas of study. In the last two decades, hardware and software
advances have made spectroscopy an even more versatile investigative and diagnostic tool, both inside and outside the lab.

costs per measurement than other methods. A practical application that demonstrates
the utility of spectroscopy in life sciences is the use of modular spectroscopy for dermal
measurements. Simple skin reflectance measurements reveal a surprising level of spectral
data related to haemoglobin and skin tone.

Non-Invasive Tissue Monitoring
Obtaining accurate, repeatable assessments of dermal characteristics is key to
many studies into the efficacy and impact of ingested and topical drugs affecting
pigmentation. Spectral reflectance measurements offer an objective way to measure
skin throughout dermatological studies, providing quantitative data on colour and
absorbance of skin.
By way of demonstration, development of models for melanin in skin were simulated.
First, which spectra make up the total reflectance spectrum of skin were identified,
then very simple models were developed to report a “Melanin Index” using just a few
wavelengths.

Characteristics of Melanin and Haemoglobin
Figure 1: Photo of setup

It is now more practical than ever to apply spectroscopy to life sciences. New
instruments provide great flexibility for a wide range of applications in biotechnology,
medical diagnostics and other life sciences. Spectroscopy is suited to a variety of
measurements including DNA, RNA, proteins, blood oxygenation in the lab, drug
discovery, and even cancer detection and treatment. Once only available as large,
expensive benchtop equipment, spectrometers are now compact enough for
integration into point-of-care devices.
Of immense benefit is the ability to take measurements non-invasively. A number of
measurements can be taken by shining light through the skin, a painless and nondestructive method. Spectroscopic measurements may one day provide a pain-free
alternative to blood draws, diabetic finger sticks, and even surgical biopsies.

Melanin is a dark pigment found in skin, contributing to skin tone and responsible for
protection from solar radiation and the visible tanning of skin upon exposure to UV
light. Surprisingly little is known about melanin, despite its key role in skin pigmentation.
Melanin is the name for a group of insoluble biopolymers with various structures that
have proven difficult to isolate and study. Melanin exhibits an unstructured absorbance
in the visible portion of the spectrum that falls off exponentially with increasing
wavelength. Despite its lack of structure, melanin could potentially be quantified
spectroscopically using chemometric analysis.
Other important constituents of skin tissue are haemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin.
Haemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin are iron-containing metalloproteins responsible
for oxygen transport in the body, and are found co-located with melanin in tissue. The
visible spectrum of haemoglobin exhibits characteristic peaks at ~540 nm and ~580 nm,
while deoxyhemoglobin peaks at ~560 nm. A pulse oximeter uses the difference in these
two spectra to measure the oxygenation of blood using algorithms that are already very
well understood.

Shrinking Size, Increasing Sensitivity and
Computing Power
Since miniature spectrometers were first introduced in the 1990s, the mass production of
optical fibres, development of less costly and more efficient detectors and optics, and the
emergence of personal computers have driven the practical application of spectroscopy
into a wider array of life science applications.
Mass market economies of scale have dramatically cut the cost of several critical
components of spectroscopic sensing systems. As these parts have become more
affordable, spectrometer optical benches have become smaller – with little or no sacrifice
to performance. Now, miniature fibre optic spectrometers are portable enough to bring
the sensor to the sample or integrate into handheld devices.
This hardware evolution has been complemented by advances in the evolution of personal
computers, which allow spectrometers to process high-speed, high-resolution spectral
data. The advent of compact, inexpensive and easily-programmed computer boards,
such as Raspberry Pi, have sped device development. Spectral components can now be
purchased affordably for initial engineering development and testing, and scaled to mass
production.
Light interacting with tissue, blood and other biological samples reveals an abundance
of detailed information. And it does it all non-invasively, in real time, and often, at lower
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Figure 2: Extinction spectra
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The spectral absorbance of skin is heavily influenced by all three compounds: melanin,
haemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin. Skin from different regions on the body shows
varying proportions of these compounds, as can be seen in the examples which follow.
Example 1: Reflection spectra of dorsal forearm skin in five individuals varying from
light to dark skin tone shows significant variation across the visible and near infrared
wavelengths. Note that haemoglobin absorption peaks are weak in this region, likely
due to smaller blood vessels and the presence of tissue components that mask the
haemoglobin spectral features. The reflectance spectra of measurements taken from this
area are shown below.

• DNA
• Water
• Corneum (dead top layer of skin)
However, just as blood is both water and haemoglobin, some of these spectra might be
coupled (i.e., correlated) and hard to separate. Additionally, if there is not enough variation
in some of the parameters, they would be difficult to identify. By applying MCR-ALS,
through trial and error, it was found that four components provided the best fit. Looking
at the modelled spectral curves for these four components (see graph), component 1 (in
green) appeared similar in shape to the known spectrum for melanin.

Figure 3: Dorsal forearm reflectance
Figure 4: Result of MCR-ALS with 4 components

Example 2: Spectra of neck skin in reflectance (as measured close to the carotid artery)
shows strong haemoglobin absorbance peaks at 540 nm and 580 nm in subjects with
lighter skin tones. These peaks are much less pronounced in individuals with darker skin
tones, likely due to absorbance of melanin and other skin components.
While the choice of sampling location is critical when performing spectroscopic
measurements, chemometrics can aid in separating the contribution of these various
spectral components, facilitating more accurate assessments of melanin content in skin
regardless of location. With this goal in mind, we measured the spectra of skin in several
regions of the body, from the UV to the NIR, in an effort to develop a simulated model of
melanin content.

Component 2 (in orange) was found to be strongest on the back of the forearm and
especially in the palm of the hand. Looking at the inside of the hand, the skin is thicker
there, with a higher proportion of corneum. It may therefore correspond to the upper
layers of the skin, which have lower water content (as indicated by the lower water
absorbance peak in the NIR). Component 2 shows some cross-correlation with the
haemoglobin peaks in the visible region, but that is to be expected when applying a very
simplistic analysis model to such a complex matrix.
Based on the peaks between 500-600 nm and in the NIR, components 3 and 4 appear
to represent a mix of haemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin and water. No effort was made to
measure skin that was predominantly oxygenated or deoxygenated, and thus we would
expect these to be coupled.

Experimental Method
A dual spectrometer system was created with an Ocean Optics Flame-S-XR1 and a FlameNIR to facilitate measurements from the UV through NIR. A single UV-Vis-NIR light source
was used for illumination, with UV-Vis and NIR fibres collecting reflected light separately
for routing to the corresponding spectrometer.
Skin reflectance was measured from 200-1650 nm at three locations: palm, forearm
inside, and forearm top. One hundred spectra were collected at each location, yielding
a total of 300 spectra. The spectra were recorded continuously, moving in no particular
pattern and pausing for a few seconds at each location until the desired number of
spectra were recorded.

Melanin Analysis Part 2: Developing the Prediction
Taking the extracted concentrations for melanin as a new ground truth, PLS-type
chemometrics were performed on the 300 spectra for melanin. A five-component PLS
model resulted in the best quality fit, predicting melanin concentration quite well (as can
be seen below).

Melanin Analysis Part 1:
Determining Concentration
A properly applied chemometric analysis would correlate the parameters measured
physically in the lab to the spectra acquired for the same samples. As protocols and
licensing is required to measure haemoglobin via chemical methods in the lab, an iterative
procedure, MCR-ALS (multivariate curve resolution-alternate least squares) was used
instead, to separate the spectra into meaningful chemical spectra in order to define
“concentrations.”
In skin, there are a number of expected dominant chemical components:
• Melanin
• Oxyhemoglobin
• Deoxyhemoglobin
• Protein
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Figure 5: Melanin prediction of optimum model with 5 factors
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Summary
Knowing that melanin concentration could reasonably be predicted with full-spectrum
PLS modelling, an attempt was made to replicate this success with just four wavelengths.
Carefully avoiding the known 520-600 nm range for haemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin
absorbance peaks, 400 nm, 450 nm, 490 nm and 700 nm were found to be the most
promising wavelengths for predicting melanin concentration.
In fact, the four-wavelength PLS model based on these wavelength selections resulted
in very good correlation between ‘measured’ and predicted melanin concentrations,
comparable to what was found with the full spectrum.
Combining the absorbance at these four wavelengths as in the equation below
therefore results in a fairly good ‘Melanin Index’, or approximation of melanin
concentration in skin:

The opportunities for spectroscopy to be applied to biomedical challenges and medical
diagnostics are significant. It’s already being studied for potentially life-changing advances in
areas such as characterising the ageing of bruises in abuse victims and monitoring bilirubin
concentration in neonates.
Even as new medical breakthroughs inspire applications not yet imagined, flexible
instrumentation such as miniature, modular spectrometers continue to be updated and
improved to keep up. In addition, there are newer detection technologies – advanced filterbased techniques, for example – that may reshape how spectroscopy can be applied.
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New Software For Precise Imaging of Stain-Free Protein Gels Now Available to Download
Syngene, a world-leading manufacturer of image analysis solutions, is delighted to announce its GeneSys software has been upgraded to include an icon of pre-set optimised ‘stain-free’ protein gel imaging
conditions. This simple to use software, available to download free of charge to existing users of specified Syngene imaging systems, will save set-up time and ensure accurate stain-free protein gel images
every time.
For use in Syngene’s G:BOX Chemi and PXi imaging systems, the new GeneSys software now includes a “stain-free” imaging icon. The icon has been set up using optimum
filter and lighting conditions that Syngene’s technical specialists have determined can accurately detect nanogram levels of protein on a Stain-Free gel. Using this new
software, TGX Stain-Free™ and Criterion™ TGX Stain-Free™ precast gels can be rapidly imaged, saving researchers the time and effort of looking up recommended
detection conditions, as well as gel staining preparation time.
The new software version maintains its excellent user-friendly features including guiding scientists through protocol set-up using its database of imaging conditions for
hundreds of commercially available dyes and stain-free options. This allows users of Syngene’s high specification imaging systems to visualise dyes such as Coomassie
Blue, GelGreen™, SYBR® Gold, SYBR® Safe and SYPRO® Ruby. The software calibrates to each gel or blot’s size to generate high-quality images. For faster image
capture, GeneSys also has a unique researcher ‘protocol save’ capability enabling one-click recall of frequently used settings.
Researchers wanting to find out how to download the new GeneSys image capture software, should click this link: http://www.syngene.com/GeneSys
“In these budget conscious times, researchers need software which is versatile enough to capture ‘stain-free’ gel images, as well as a range of different dyes on gels
and blots,” stated Matthew Dunne, Senior Divisional Manager at Syngene. “Scientists using many of our Syngene imaging systems can now download our incredible
new GeneSys image capture software to add fast, accurate stain-free protein detection to their system at no extra cost.”
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Live Cell Imaging System Provides Convenience and Consistency for Live Cell Analysis
BioTek’s BioSpa Live Cell Imaging System fully automates live cell imaging workflows for robust, real-time results without the need for manual intervention. The BioSpa System has a compact footprint for
use on benchtops and in biosafety cabinets, and consists of the BioSpa™ 8 Automated Incubator and Cytation™ 5 Cell Imaging Multi-Mode Reader. BioTek’s liquid handling instruments may also be linked
with the BioSpa System for complete, walk away automation from sample preparation through image analysis.
In the System, BioSpa 8 provides precise, real-time environmental control and monitoring for live cell assays in up to 8 lidded
or unlidded plates or other labware. It incorporates a robotic gripper to move sample plates or vessels from BioSpa 8’s
incubator drawer to Cytation 5 for automated image capture, processing and quantitative analysis of live cell assays. Imaging
capabilities include fluorescence, brightfield, colour brightfield and phase contrast, up to 60x, along with advanced imaging
and analysis features such as single or multi-colour imaging, montage creation, time-lapse, Z-stacking and Z-projection, digital
phase contrast, image stitching and video creation.
BioSpa’s software seamlessly integrates with Gen5™ Microplate Reader and Imager Software for increased workflow
efficiency during short and long-term cell-based assays.
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Research Products for Investigating Cellular Metabolism
Amsbio offers an extensive range of proteins, antibodies, assays and kits covering every single target of major cellular metabolic pathways including folate metabolism, pyruvate metabolism (with and
without oxygen), citrate metabolism, O2 consumption and toxicity, oxidative stress and fatty acid oxygen measurement. Cellular metabolism involves a series of interconnected biochemical reactions
catalysed by enzymes inside a cell, better known as metabolic pathways. These reactions convert a substrate molecule or molecules through a series of metabolic intermediates, eventually yielding a final
product. These processes allow organisms to grow and reproduce, maintain their structures, and respond to environmental changes.
Amsbio has assembled an unmatched collection of high quality, ready-to-use proteins and cell lysates for use in cell metabolism research. This includes a
comprehensive range of compartmental total proteins specifically isolated from cell membrane, cytoplasma, cytoskeleton, nucleus and mitochondria. These
focused cell lysates are available from human and many mammalian species / tissue types.
In addition, Amsbio offers cost effective, ready-to-use assays and ELISA kits offering high quality and quick detection of most of target proteins. Available for
use with a wide range of sample types and species, these cutting edge kits use unique technologies to study various research areas including apoptosis, DNA
damage, oxidative stress, angiogenesis, enzyme activity and cell migration.
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Complete Cpf1-Based CRISPR Genome Editing System Available
Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT) is the first genomics company to develop and bring to market a complete ribonucleoprotein-based Cpf1 CRISPR system. The Alt-R™ A.s. Cpf1 CRISPR System inherits
the optimised, efficient, and cost-effective traits of IDT’s innovative Cas9-based system while taking advantage of Cpf1’s natural AT-rich target sequence preference and ability to make staggered cuts.
In addition, IDT is launching an associated range of CRISPR support tools to expand experimental options and capabilities for molecular biology researchers. The new tools extend the ease-of-use and
performance of IDT’s Alt-R system through options for fluorescent visualisation, enhanced nuclease transfection, and genome editing detection. Together, the new expanded Alt-R range breaks barriers to
wider target spaces not addressable by Cas9 systems alone, and provides a level of flexibility in experimental design not previously possible.
IDT’s Alt-R System already overcomes the limitations of using sgRNAs in the ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex by enhancing editing efficiency and lowering toxicity. Now, in developing a complementary
Cpf1-based system, IDT has opened up options for targeting AT-rich sequences. The new system includes the Alt-R A.s. Cpf1 nuclease, containing two integrated nuclear localisation sites, which complexes
as an RNP with a minimal 41-44 nucleotide Alt-R CRISPR-Cpf1 crRNA. The system requires no tracrRNA, reducing potential reagent costs and experimental complexity.
The expanded range of Alt-R support tools now includes the Alt-R CRISPR-Cas9 tracrRNA—5’ ATTO™ 550, and Alt-R Electroporation Enhancers for Cas9 and Cpf1. The former allows in vivo fluorescent
visualisation of the RNP complex and FACS enrichment of transfected cells without affecting RNP functionality, while the enhancers improve the efficiency of transfection using the Nucleofector (Lonza) and
Neon (Thermo) electroporation systems. These new tools enable researchers to improve the overall efficiency of their genome editing over traditional methods. In addition, the new Alt-R Genome Editing
Detection Kit provides a fast, easy, and low-cost method for confirming editing events with a T7 Endonuclease I (T7EI)-based mismatch detection system.
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Low Retention Pipette Tips Deliver Maximum Liquid Recovery
Integra has introduced a new line of Low Retention pipette tips based upon its popular GripTips multi lobe design.
In creating this new product range, Integra has used a unique polypropylene blend to produce pipette tips with increased hydrophobic properties. Unlike silicone coated
pipette tips which can wash out (or leach out) with the sample, Integra’s blended polymer Low Retention GripTips will not negatively impact your results.
Using standard pipette tips to pipette viscous samples, detergents and other low surface tension liquids can cause pipette tips to take on hydrophilic properties resulting
in the spreading
out of sample. In this
type of application,
Low Retention
GripTips can
significantly
improve your
pipetting results.
The heightened
hydrophobic
properties of
Low Retention GripTips prevent samples from
spreading out enabling maximum liquid recovery.

ARE YOU PIPETTING SAMPLES
BETWEEN DIFFERENT LABWARE FORMATS?

Featuring a low attachment force and a low
ejection force, GripTips effortlessly snap onto
your pipette tip fittings and are easily ejected.
Used in conjunction with Integra pipettes,
GripTips offer a high lateral resistance ensuring
they are always firmly attached and perfectly
aligned, regardless of how many side well
touch-offs are performed. Using GripTips, you no
longer have to hammer your pipette tips on or
worry about pipette tips falling off.
Low Retention GripTips are available for the
complete range of Integra pipettes from the
EVOLVE manual pipette to a VIAFLO 384
multichannel pipette and everything in between.
Low Retention GripTips are offered in 6000 series
racks as non-sterile, sterile and filter options.
For further information on Low Retention pipette
tips please visit https://ilmt.co/PL/gZZm.
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VOYAGER II Adjustable Tip Spacing Pipette
Motorized tip spacing enables parallel transfers of multiple samples between
labware of different sizes and formats. The tip spacing can be changed by the simple
push of a button, no manual adjustments or two handed operations are needed.

EVOLVE

VIAFLO II

ASSIST

VIAFLO 96 I 384

www.integra-biosciences.com
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